Precedence: PRIORITY
Date: 09/22/2001

To: PITTSBURGH

From: PITTSBURGH

Approved By: RC

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 265A-PG-69744 (PENDING)

Title: UNITED FLIGHT 93

Synopsis: ICF #: PG1602

Details:

INFORMATION CONTROL FORM

Control Number: PG1602
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Method of Contact: Telephone/Radio
Source: SOMERSET CRASH DP
Affiliation:

Phone Number: 

Information Received Date: 09/20/2001 Time: 11:18 PM

Prepared By: 

Component/Agency: I&I/FBI

Event: MARION BRITTON WAS A PASSENGER ON UA 93.

BRITTON'S ADVISED THAT BRITTON'S RECEIVED A CELLULAR TELEPHONE CALL FROM BRITTON DURING THE HIJACKING. BRITTON REPORTEDLY TOLD THAT TWO PEOPLE'S THROATS HAD BEEN SLIT AND THE PLANE WILL CRASH IN 20
SECONDS. **CONTACTED** HE REPLIED THAT HE INTERVIEWED BY FBI NEW YORK.

Event Date: 09/11/2001 Time: 12:00 PM

References:

Categories: INFORMATION

Event Reviewed By: RC

Lead Required?: YES
LEAD (s):

Set Lead 1:

PITTSBURGH

AT PITTSBURGH, PA

Lead Control Number: PG1602
Assigned To [ ] on 09/21/2001 at 1:23 AM

ASSIGN AGENT TO DETERMINE LOCATION OF [ ] AND SET LEAD TO INTERVIEW [ ] LNU IF IT HAS BEEN DETERMINED THAT HE HAS NOT ALREADY BEEN INTERVIEWED.

**